Below are the updates for the activity at MAWC drilling sites for the week of May 25th..............

*DeArmitt Pad - #1A – Well is shut in, waiting on pipeline. #1B – Well is TIL. #1C – Well is TIL.

*Hutchinson Pad – #4A, 4B, 4C, 4D, 4E, 4F, 4G, 4H drilled to TD. Currently rigging up to drill horizontal on #4I.

*Aikens Pad – 5D, 5H, 5A, 5E, 5B top holes complete. Prepping to move to 5F. 9-5/8” casing has been run on 5C & 5G.

*Mamont Compressor Site - Main 12” gas piping complete on dehy and filter pad. Concrete construction continues on tank farm pad. Beginning excavation of the foundation for the control building. No accidents or injuries.

*Pipeline Activities as follows - Emats is currently welding the compressor site to pipeline tie-ins. They are also laying the 6” pipeline to the Dearmitt pad, and are fabricating a 10” pig launcher to be set near the Dearmitt Pad.